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and on the eyes
  black sleep of  night
mingled with
  all sorts of  colors

     Sappho 151 – 152 Anne Carson
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whatever done         by one’s own hand

         sky closes for day         opens for night

one-winged         one-eyed         what object

         under the sun         suing a one-sided

axiom of  grief          how different it was

         on your return         silver gulls fly out

of  cloud into cloud at day’s

         end         to have caught yourself

at the few times when your shadow

         is equal to your height         with

turtledove’s single wing spread out

         to dry        I         Nicolas Jenson

alien & printer of  books         Venice

         September 1480         hold one arm

out over his death         it’s not

         possible to change the subject
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song sauntered into him between

         the notes of  short & long

from where does what word spring

         to mind  two white ducks

with filth of  stagnant water on them

         in a midday blue so dark you expect

to see stars         Rembrandt’s lion still poised

         and nonchalant after all these years

silent entry of  four white pink-faced

         geese into the lake         with a memory

ticket marked everything hanging from

         your neck         you know

the lyrebird has no song

         of  its own         the lines that run

right thru you are chock full

         of  parabasis
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quiet shapes form in the mouth

         at the beginnings of  every word

if  colors are in white light what are 

         vowels in         today a third red mole

is cut from his side         faceting the lump 

         of  coal mined by my friend

whose limp is getting worse

         he was he said neither sane 

nor insane         from the neck 

         of  the corpse gold leaves fall 

what shapes in air the pen makes before 

         it writes         to catch her voice far off

to see your tear-bottles dropping

         to the floor         inadequate bandage

shows his rope burns         lyric still tracks 

         its feet from under you 
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bringing white paper in on his head

         preserved in authentic copy as

they say         heart sutra in unreadable script

         profundity on profundity         mosquito

on mosquito         coughing on your ashes

         tossed into wind         l’amour

you want me to philosophise on

         l’amour         how do we understand speech

amplitude duration frequency         what

         an ungiven given it is         absent voices

that are our own         disposed to an exilic

         distance as a mode of  intimacy

the last unparaphraseable chunk of  language

         left on earth         where will you bury

that nugget         into old age         and out of  it

         if  he could break clean from my self
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on the horizon a single wing-shaped

         cloud         compiling the uncompilable

catalog of  the dead         each time

         you open the book it becomes

unhinged         poetry in ruins ready

         to fire up again         for an hour no birds

were heard in the garden         listen

          as if  you are thousands of  years old

build things so as to think about them

         no one can tell you what sea-sound

does to him         the faithful copy 

         will betray you         on board only 

one wing can be seen         let Orpheus 

         the stutterer slow him down        

dark flash of  radial words off  

         every leaf


